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グローバル企業と知的財産
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The ordinary procedure of developing products in the mid-1980s was as followsࠉ :  you 

developed technologies while considering potential needs of market or customers, 

patenting them including defense-intended ones and know-how, then started a business 

setting timing for sale and price. Your main business environment was domestic and it 

was easy to grasp your competitors. Meanwhile, in the current global market prone to all 

changes, it is necessary to run a business swiftly, such as undertaking M&A. Under this 

circumstance, the competitiveness of a firm depends as much on how you make use of 

your IPs as on what IPs you have.

 Recent modularity of products, for instance, has changed product development. It isࠉ

now more important to outsource technologies other than highly valuable ones and to 

pursue fast development, rather than to develop all the technologies required without 

help. We do not, however, deny the significance of IPs of the own. Owning high-quality 

IPs is also important as bargaining chips, or management resources, when you negotiate 

cross-licensing etc. In addition, the staff engaging in IP-related works should be able to 

design business from the untraditional and broadened standpoint concerning IPs, at the 

same time examining the IP system and technology in emerging countries.

 .Japanese government has finally launched a growth strategy to encourage investmentࠉ

It aims at generating innovation that leads the world by appreciating Japan’s robust 

technology infrastructure of research and development. It is necessary to notice potential 

chances for innovation that lie here and there. This is fundamental to innovation and has 

been traditionally so. I expect broad-minded creation of IPs and global human resources 

capable of utilizing them for business.

(Translated by TIP)
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